Fence2Go™

Your guide to choosing the perfect fence for your home and family.
ActiveYards® is a complete portfolio with durability, ingenuity and beauty. ActiveYards features professional grade products with a variety of grades, styles, sizes and colors for you to choose from. On top of that we pride ourselves in our product ingenuities which are sure to make your yard stand out from the rest and last for many years.

You can feel good about the fact that all of our products are made right here in the United States. From our plants to our components and materials, all of our fencing solutions are 100% domestically produced.
Here is a little known secret; ActiveYards fencing systems by design are easier to install than traditional fences. We do most of the “fabrication” for you. No nails, saws, brackets or slope challenges. Our products are light and easily transportable. Every part has a specific function, for example, rails insert into pre-notched line, corner or end posts.

There are two major factors to consider when purchasing a DIY project with EZFence2Go; the size of the job and the digging. Do you really need to hire a contractor for six sections of fence? Are you on a rock ledge or in sand? The choice is yours; you can have fifty feet of the fence of your dreams for the price of fifty feet of traditional fencing installed. On the other hand, even with the easiest digging, large jobs are a lot of holes!

Packaged in kits, EZFence2Go represents a high quality but cost effective alternative for those of you who are looking for more quality for less cost. Don’t forget you can always hire a local contractor after you buy the fence, and if necessary, you can always call in the “calvary,” or the ActiveYards Certified Professionals to finish the job.

Welcome to Fencing 101! Let’s get started!

It’s as easy as 1, 2, 3…
Solutions

Privacy
If seclusion is what you’re after, choose from a variety of ActiveYards styles to transform your yard into a personal sanctuary. Our privacy fences go together easily, locking tightly into place without any gaps.

Pools
Pools are for relaxation, not worry. ActiveYards fencing systems meet the most stringent pool safety codes. We want to keep you and your family safe and still stylish. Pool safety is a must, and safety can be synonymous with style.

Protection
With ActiveYards products you can keep what’s important in and what’s unwanted out. Several of our fences provide a beautiful and durable, yet cost-effective solution for your home and yard.

Decorative
ActiveYards’ wide selection of styles and colors increase curb appeal and add years of value to your home. With ActiveYards’ wide selection of colors and styles to choose from, you can create a look that is distinctly yours.

AYtip
Here are few factors to consider when choosing your fence style, color and size:

Type of environment?
- Weather
- Terrain
- Exterior House Color

Safety concerns?
- Children
- Pets

Any code requirements?
- Building and Pool Codes
- Neighborhood / HOA
Series

**Haven Series**
Our Haven Series, your Best option, features all of our patented ingenuity technologies, decorative reinforced rails and all color options. These panels are as strong and sturdy as they come, but don’t sacrifice anything when it comes to style. There is no compromising here; simply put, these are the best consumer fence systems available.

**Home Series**
Our Home Series, your Better option, feature some ActiveYards patented ingenuity technologies. The Home Series gives you the best of both worlds by exchanging a little "flair" for affordability, without compromising strength and function.

**Harbor Series**
Our Harbor Series, your Basic option, has none of the ActiveYards patented ingenuity technologies, which means they share the same specifications as our competition’s best products. These value product choices are still a considerable step up from settling for fence options that rot or rust.

Colors
All of our fencing colors feature our unique SolarGuard™ technology to help preserve the color of your fence through the years and the elements.

For more information visit [www.activeyards.com](http://www.activeyards.com) or your local ActiveYards dealership.
Now that you have selected your type of fence, you are ready to create a shopping list of materials and draft your task list.

**Measure**

Measure the perimeter of your yard, but first:

- **Confirm your property line.**
  In order to get accurate measurements, you need to know exactly where your property line is.

- **Locate underground utilities.**
  Underground utility lines will affect where your fence posts can be placed.

- **Research local zoning codes and restrictions.**
  Some cities and neighborhoods have restrictions on fencing.

- **Check for obstructions.**

- **Check where frost line is.**

- **Mark and measure your yard.** (utilize the grid found on page 10)
  Note: Where there are sections of yard less than 8 feet in length, panels can be cut down.

- **Place a stake in each corner of your yard and every 8 feet, as that is where posts will go.**

- **Add up all your measurements and divide by 6 or 8, depending on the fence series/fence width you chose.**

- **Think about where you would place your gates if you are going to have any.**
Buying your fence system first, and arranging for your own installation saves BIG! The EZFence2Go system from ActiveYards takes DIY fencing to the next level thanks to ease of installation, total customization and next generation technology. Packaged in kits, it represents a high quality but cost effective solution for those customers with a do-it-yourself mindset.

With a fast and effective installation method that takes customers from selection to preparation and then assembly in 3 easy steps, EZFence2Go is the best way to enhance your property with an ActiveYards fence system. We offer flexible delivery and assembly options, allowing customers to pick up orders and manage the installation themselves. Whether it be a DIY project or you hire a local contractor, you will know you start with a complete system that best suits you.

Now that you have your fence, take a minute and make sure you have all the parts and all the tools you will need for installation.

Tools

- Torpedo Level
- Circular Saw
- Ready Mix Concrete (1½ Bags per Post)
- Post Hole Digger
- Digging/Tamping Bar
- Stakes and String
- Tape Measure

Certain styles require additional tools (please consult with a dealer or call the ActiveYards Support Center at 888.549.7350)

Materials

Be sure to take a complete inventory of all parts using the kit contents. Do not attempt to assemble the fence if parts are missing or damaged.

How to Install

- Mark the fence location using string and line stakes.
- Starting with a corner or an end post; dig holes 6” to 12” in diameter and 24” to 36” deep (depending on style). Use the Center-to-Center measurements of the fence style being installed for post distance. Dig next hole. (Suggestion: do not dig more than 1 hold ahead until you are confident in your spacing)
- Set post to plumb level, tamp and secure then insert or assemble section. Repeat. (If you need to shorten a section; cut rails at desired length. You may need to modify rails to insert into the post)
- Upon completion of a “line”, step back and observe. You may want to lower posts (block of wood on top and slam) or raise posts to match the “grade” (pry, and re-tamp).
- Follow up specific instructions for gates.
- Clean, wipe down, and spread some grass seed and enjoy!

For more detailed instructions or specific installation instructions for a certain product visit www.activeyards.com or contact your ActiveYards dealer.
Congratulations!
You have passed Fencing101.

Need more help?
Drop by your local ActiveYards dealership, chat with an ActiveYards representative or visit www.activeyards.com to shop, obtain more information and details to help lead you to owning a new and beautiful fence.

You’ve worked hard to make your house a home - functional, comfortable, a natural expression of your personality. With ActiveYards, that feeling doesn’t stop at your door. From the strength and beauty of their craftsmanship, to the guarantee of their future, our outdoor living products make your yard an integral part of your home.

ActiveYards
Fencing solutions for life™

Turn the page to start your project...
My Fence Project

Sketch out the area you want to enclose with your fence. Plot your posts, panels and gates and bring this with you to your nearest ActiveYards dealer.

Solution:

☐ Privacy  ☐ Protection
☐ Pools   ☐ Decorative

Series:

☐ Harbor  ☐ Home  ☐ Haven

Style of Fence:

Color of Fence:

Size of Fence:

Qty of Panels: _________________________
Qty of Corner Posts: ____________________
Qty of Line Posts: ______________________
Qty of End Posts: ______________________
Qty of Blank Posts: _____________________

Type of Gates Needed:

☐ Walk  ☐ Drive

Style of Gate:

Size of Gate:

For more information visit www.activeyards.com or your local ActiveYards dealership
Our Ingenuities. Your Advantages.

**Color that Lasts**

The color and look of your fence should compliment the natural beauty of the landscape that you’ve worked so hard to achieve. In order to maintain that beauty, every fence we make is infused with our exclusive SolarGuard color retention technology, which helps protect it from the harmful rays of the sun.

**Privacy & Strength**

Our patent-pending GlideLock design makes sure that each picket locks tightly into place without any gaps. Not only does this provide added seclusion and privacy for your yard, it also helps your fence hold up better against wind and other elements that can potentially damage it. With ActiveYards® fences, strength and security are all in the design.

**Corigin**

By using an innovative construction system called Corigin, which connects the pickets and rails from the inside out and fortifies the core, we are able to produce fences that are built to last longer and perform better than other fencing options. This smart design also removes the need for screws, which can become rusty and loose over time.

**Natural Beauty**

The problem with traditional wood fencing has always been that it requires continued maintenance to keep from warping, cracking and fading. Our Cambium technology gives you all of the natural looking beauty of real wood without the need for continued upkeep and maintenance. And since all of our Cambium fencing solutions come with a transferable Limited Lifetime Warranty, you’ll never have to worry about expensive repairs. It really is the best of both worlds!